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This paper describes a novel video specific instruction set architecture for ASIP design. With single instruction multiple data
(SIMD) instructions, two destination modes, and video specific instructions, an instruction set architecture is introduced to en-
hance the performance for video applications. Furthermore, we quantify the improvement on H.263 encoding. In this paper, we
evaluate and compare the performance of VS-ISA, other DSPs (digital signal processors), and conventional SIMD media extensions
in the context of video coding. Our evaluation results show that VS-ISA improves the processor’s performance by approximately
5x on H.263 encoding, and VS-ISA outperforms other architectures by 1.6x to 8.57x in computing IDCT.
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1. INTRODUCTION

For competitive markets like consumer electronics or tel-
ecommunications, application-specific integrated circuit
(ASIC) often lacks flexibility and programmability. Program-
mable digital signal processor (DSP) is difficult to meet the
cost, size, and power consumption demands. Application
specific instruction processor (ASIP) can compromise ad-
vantages of custom ASIC chips and general DSP chips. In
other words, ASIP chips adopt high performance and low
power of ASIC chips and flexibility of DSP chips [1–5].

There has been a growing interest in the role of ASIPs
in advanced multimedia system [3, 4]. Configurable ASIPs
[2] combine elements form both traditional DSP and
application-specific hardware accelerator into processor’s ar-
chitecture for media application. By exploiting data paral-
lelism using application-specific instructions, configurable
ASIPs gain significant performance improvement.

The common method to design ASIP is exploiting the
design space based on a special architecture, including
application-specific instruction library and function unit li-
brary developing [5]. The addition of key new instructions
to the processor for target application is more efficient and
easier to update.

Multimedia signal processing technology has been devel-
oped with the increasing of consumer electronics demands.
Progress in multimedia technology research has led to an
increasing number of standards, such as MPEG2, MEPG4,
H.263, and H.264/AVC. More recent standards introduce

new encoding tools to offer improved performance in terms
of picture quality at certain bitrate. However, this does not
mean that older standards become obsolete. The introduc-
tion of new standards to the market is a gradual process,
which means that the instruction set architecture (ISA) for
the ASIP design is continuously updated to address and com-
pute requirements of new video standards.

Existing single instruction multidata (SIMD) multimedia
extensions and DSPs support various instructions to execute
packed operations between two registers. These operations
are used for various video signal processing, such as mo-
tion estimation and compensation, discrete cosine transform
(DCT), and inverse-DCT (IDCT). The key idea in multime-
dia extensions, such as Intel’ MMX, SSE1 and SSE2, Sun’s
VIS, HP’s MAX, Compaq’s MVI, MIPS’s MDMX, and Mo-
torola’s AltiVec [6], is the exploitation of subword parallelism
in SIMD fashion. TMS320c64xx of Texas Instruments sup-
ports special instructions for multimedia signal processing,
such as SUBABS4, AVGx. Trimedia CPU64 introduced two
slot operations, collapsed load instructions with interpola-
tion, and so forth [12–17].

This paper presents a novel ISA named VS-ISA (video
specific instruction set architecture) to the THUASDSP2004
architecture, which is a video specific DSP architecture for
ASIP design and scalable for ISA update [7]. We quan-
tify the performance improvement on H.263 encoding. We
also show how the new instruction can be used to optimize
modules of other video standards, such as MPEG4 and
H.264/AVC.
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Figure 1: Whole architecture of THUASDSP2004.

The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. Section 2
introduces the enhanced THUASDSP2004 architecture,
Section 3 analyzes video applications. Section 6 proposes
novel instruction set architectures and Section 5 explains
performance evaluations. Finally, conclusions and future
work are drawn in Section 6.

2. THUASDSP2004 ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW

THUASDSP2004 consists of two parts, a very long instruc-
tion word (VLIW) architecture DSP core and a hardware
coprocessor part. Figure 1 shows the overview of the whole
architecture. The VLIW DSP core contains one global reg-
ister file and four local register files. Every local register file
is corresponding to a function unit cluster. A function unit
cluster can contain two function units. Every function unit
in a cluster has its own access port to the corresponding lo-
cal register file, and all function units in the same cluster
share a set of access ports to the global register file. Every
register file contains sixteen 32-bit registers [7]. The hard-
ware coprocessor part has a variable-length coding (VLC)
processor for encoding, a variable-length decoding (VLD)
processor for decoding, an image coprocessor for transform-
ing color format between YUV and RGB, and a video spe-
cific direct memory access (DMA) for video data trans-
fer.

THUASDSP2004 ISA has basic 74 instructions and can
work well at the frequency of 150 MHz. As VLIW architec-
ture, the DSP core issues 8 instructions every cycle, and the
instruction throughput is 1200 MIPS.

THUASDSP2004 has a VLIW-like architecture, which
can be compared with TMS320C6000 family of Texas Instru-
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Figure 2: Block diagram of video coding.

ments (TI). And the performance of THUASDSP2004 is sim-
ilar as that of TMS320C62xx in video coding [7].

3. VIDEO APPLICATION CHARACTERISTICS

As seen in Figure 2, standard source video codecs such as
MPEG4, H.263, and H.264/AVC consist of standard mod-
ules, such as motion estimation (ME), discrete cosine trans-
form (DCT), quantization and dequantization, and so forth.

Within video application, the high degrees of parallelism
and high memory bandwidth have been well researched [8].
The size of datapath is another factor that has yet to be deter-
mined for video processing. The integer data size for multi-
media is typically believed to require only 8 or 16 bits.

We primarily focus on the data parallelism, memory
bandwidth, and the small integer operands in instruction set
designing. We applied certain rules while identifying new in-
structions.

(a) A rule that is specific on video application characteristic

New instructions proposed are expected to get significant
performance enhancement for video coding. Performance
improvement should be measured at the application level,
rather than the module level.
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Figure 3: SUB4ADD instruction in VS-ISA.

(b) A rule that is based on the processor architecture

New instructions typically add function logic to the exiting
datapath. The increase of critical path caused by addition
logic should be avoided or kept to minimum.

4. VIDEO SPECIFIC INSTRUCTION SET ARCHITECTURE

This section describes VS-ISA and its enhancement to TH-
UASDSP2004 basic ISA on video application. All modules’
implementations are self-contained functions: function-call
and function–return overheads are included, function inputs
are read from memory, and outputs are written to mem-
ory.

As mentioned in Section 3, video application data has
the character of high degree of parallelism and the integer
data sizes for video typically require only 8 or 16 bits. For in-
stances, the data sizes are 8 bits for motion estimation in al-
most every video codec standard, such as H.263, H.264/AVC,
while the data sizes are 16 bits for integer transform. THUAS-
DSP2004 having 32-bit datapath, within SIMD operations,
packed data types store either four 8-bit values or two 16-
bit values in a single 32-bit register, or four 16-bit values
in a 64-bit register pair. VS-ISA proposes SIMD instructions
of packed 8-bit data type for motion estimation and packed
16-bit data type for integer transform, quantization, and in-
vquantization.

There are two destination modes in VS-ISA: single des-
tination mode and double destination mode. When single
destination mode is used, results will be written to the desti-
nation register specified by destination address. While dou-
ble destination mode is used, results will be written not only
to the destination register but also the associate register of
the destination register. By this mean, results can be easily
duplicated while it costs only one bit in instruction code to
indicate the destination mode. Data duplication is very use-
ful when the result of one operation is used by many sequent
operations, especially when software pipelining is executing
[9].

4.1. Proposed instructions for motion estimation

A significant part of the computation complexity of video
application is found in motion estimation. Motion estima-
tion is used to exploit the inherent temporal redundancy of
a video image. In a typical motion estimation process, each
frame is divided into 16 × 16 macroblocks. Most compu-

Table 1: SAD using VS-ISA and software pipeline.

(a) Function units operations in SAD module

LS1 LDDWNA(.LS1) ∗B address, B1 reg:B2 reg

LS2 LDDWNA(LS2) ∗C address, C1 reg:C2 reg

AL1 SUB4ADD(.AL1) sad1 reg, B1 reg, C1 reg,

//SUB4ADD(.AL1) rd, src1, src2

AL2 SUB4ADD(.AL2) sad2 reg, B2 reg, C2 reg,

AB1 ADD(.AB1) SAD1, SAD1, sad1 reg

// SAD = SAD + sad reg

AB2 ADD(.AB2) SAD2, SAD2, sad2 reg

(b) SAD assemble code with software pipeline

Cycle

1 LS1, LS2

2 LS1, LS2

3 LS1, LS2

4 AL1, AL2 —

5 AB1, AB2 AL1, AL2

6 AB1, AB2 AL1, AL2

7 AB1, AB2 —

a r b

(a) Horizontal interpola-
tion r = (a + b + 1)/2

a b

r
e f

(b) Vertical interpola-
tion r = (a + e + 1)/2

a b
r

e f

(c) Rectangle interpolation
r = (a + b + e + f + 2)/4

Pixel samples
Interpolated samples

(d)

Figure 4: Interpolation modes.

tational complexity of the algorithm is found in the “mac-
roblock matching” module, which determines the similar-
ity of a macroblock in the current image with a motion-
displaced macroblock in the reference image. We imple-
mented a five-step motion estimation algorithm, the search
step of which is 8-, 4-, 2-, 1-, or 1/2-pixel, and the search
range is 3× 3 macroblock.

Typically, the match criterion is the sum of absolute dif-
ference (SAD) function. To complete the matching of one
macroblock, SAD function would be invoked for 41 times on
H.263 encoding,

SAD(a, b,m,n)=
15∑

j=0

15∑

i=0

∣∣Y1(a + i, b + j)−Y0(m + i,n + j)
∣∣,

(1)

A+ = |B1− C1| + |B2− C2| + |B3− C3| + |B4− C4|,
(2)

where (a, b) and (m, n) are the upper left corner posi-
tions of the current macroblock and the 16 × 16 region
from the searching range of previous reconstructed frame,
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Figure 5: ITPL instruction in VS-ISA.

respectively, Y1 and Y0 are the pixel luminance values from
current frame and reconstructed frame. Equation (1) is com-
posed of sixty four (2). With THUASDSP2004 basic ISA, (2)
needs eight 8-bit loads, four subtractions, four absolutions,
four additions, totally 20 operations. As Figure 3 shows,
with SUB4ADD and LDDWNA (load nonaligned double-
word) instructions in VS-ISA, (2) just needs an LDDWNA,
a SUB4ADD, and an addition, totally three operations. As
seen in Table 1, using software pipeline, one loop can imple-
ment a doubleword operation (64-bit, eight 8-bit pixels), so
the execution cycles of SAD is reduced from 263 cycles to 37
cycles, and the performance gets an enhancement of 7.1x.

Whereas the H.263 and MPEG2 standard allows for frac-
tional motion vectors at half pixel granularity, the MPEG4
and H.264/AVC standards support quarter pixel granular-
ity. The calculation of reference data at fractional positions
is more involved. As the reference data position is not word
align, so the processor with LDDWNA (load nonaligned
doubleword) can load 64 bits (eight 8-bit pixels) every cycle.

Interpolation is another key module in motion estima-
tion, which is used in subpixel prediction. For H.263, as seen
in Figure 4, interpolation can be classified to 3 modes of op-
erations: horizontal interpolation, vertical interpolation, and
rectangle interpolation. With ITPL8PH, ITPL8PV, ITPL8PR,

src2 a1 a2

src1 b1 b2

rd + 1

a1+b1 a2+b2

rd
a1−b1 a2−b2

(a) BTF2(.AL1) rd + 1 : rd, src2,
src1, .AL1, .AL2, .AB1, .AB2

src2 a1 a2

src1 b1 b2

rd

(a1∗b1+a2∗b2+round)
�R

(a1∗b2−a2∗b1+round)
�R

(b) RTT2SRMx(.MP1) rd, src2,
src1, .MP1, .MP2. mode0: R = 9,
mode1: R = 13, mode3: R = 16

a1 a2

b1 b2

(a1∗b1+a2∗b2+round)�R

(c) DPD2SRMx (.MP1) rd,
src2, src1, .MP1, .MP2

a1 a2

b1 b2

(a1∗b1−a2∗b2+round)�R

(d) DPDN2SRMx (.MP1)
rd, src2, src1, .MP1, .MP2

Figure 6: Instructions for integer transform.

a1 a2

b1 b2

(a1+sign(a1)∗2b1−1)�b1 (a2+sign(a2)∗2b2−1)�b2

RND2(.AB1) rd, src2, src1
.AB1, .AB2

Figure 7: Instructions for quantization and dequantization.

Table 2: Architecture overhead of VS-ISA.

Critical path overhead Hardware cost (area) overhead

AL 1.2% AL 4.3%

AB 3.2% AB 5.6%

MP 5.1% MP 7.3%

LS 1.1% LS 6.8%

shown in Figure 5, the performance gets an enhancement of
3.4x.

More complex interpolation is efficiently implemented
with ITPLH6T, ITPLH8T instructions. Given 8 horizontal
neighboring image pixels, p0, p1, . . . , p7, with pi located at
horizontal position I, as seen in formula (3), H.264/AVC
standard calculates r at horizontal position 3(1/2) using a 6-
tap filter; while in formula (4), MPEG4 standard calculates r
at horizontal position 3(1/2) using an 8-tap filter,

r = 2p1− 10p2 + 40p3 + 40p4− 10p5 + 2p6 + 32

r = Max
(
Min(p� 6, 0), 255

)
,

(3)

r = −2p0 + 6p1− 12p2 + 40p3 + 40p4

− 12p5 + 6p6− 2p7 + rounding

r = Max
(
Min(p� 6, 0), 255

)
.

(4)

4.2. Proposed instructions for integer transform

The 8× 8 2D-DCT and 2D-IDCT are row-column separated
into 8-point 1D transforms with 16-bit width data. We use
the Chen algorithm [9] for DCT and Loeffler algorithm [10]
for IDCT. Both algorithms make frequent use of butterfly
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and rotate operators, defined by formula (5). Either opera-
tor has two inputs and produces two outputs,

butterfly(a, b) : r1 = a + b;

r2 = a− b;

rotate(a, b) : r1 = a∗ cos(θ)− b∗ sin θ;

r2 = a∗ sin(θ) + b∗ cos(θ).

(5)

VS-ISA includes specific instructions for butterfly and
rotate operators. As seen in Figure 6, BTF2 (two 16-bit sub-
words butterfly) could implement two 16-bit conjugated op-
erators in one clock cycle, and two 16-bit rotate operators
using RTT2SRMx (two 16-bit subwords rotate with signed
round in mode x) could be calculated in parallel. Signed
rounding has 3 clip modes; each mode has a given r. VS-ISA
also uses dot product instructions to process rotate operator.
Two-dot production instructions, as shown in Figures 6(c)
and 6(d), could implement rotate operator in two-clock cy-
cles.

The DCT code is compiled and scheduled manually into
35 VLIW instructions, including function call/return over-

head, loading the 8× 8 pixels, performing the 2-dimensional
DCT, and storing the 8× 8 coefficients back in memory.

4.3. Proposed instructions for quantization
and dequantization

Quantization module produces a block of quantized fre-
quency coefficients, based on a matrix of quantized value, as
(6). While dequantization produces a block of dequantized
frequency coefficients, based on inverse quantized value, as
(7). Both algorithms make frequent use of round operator,
as seen in (8). With THUASDSP2004 basic ISA, round op-
eration needs two instructions to implement sign function,
taking up a condition register, NEG instruction to negative
coefficient, ADD, and ASHR to add round and shift right,
totally 5 operations. As seen in Figure 7, with RND2 instruc-
tion in VS-ISA, two 16-bit subwords round operation just
needs 1 operation,

level =sign(COF)×[
(|COF|×reciprocals+round

)

� Q pt];

2QP = reciprocals � Q pt;

(6)

COF′ = sign(level)×QP × (2× |level| + 1
)

(7)

a = (b + sign(b)× 2R−1)� R;

if (R = 0), a = b + sign(b).
(8)

4.4. Hardware modification for proposed instructions

As seen in Figure 8, for implementing SIMD instructions,
SIMD switch logic is added to all function units. Within
SIMD operations, packed data types store either four 8-bit
values or two 16-bit values in a single 32-bit register, or four
16-bit values in a 64-bit register pair. For packed two 16-bit
data, the switch logics dispatch the single 32-bit register value
as two independent 16-bit values to function units. And for
packed 8-bit data, the switch logics dispatch four indepen-
dent 8-bit values to function units.

Function units (FUs) need some extra logic for the pro-
posed instructions. The most significant modification is in
MP unit. As seen in Figure 8(a), for supporting 32× 32 mul-
tiplication as well as parallel 16 × 16 multiplication, there
are four 16 × 16 multipliers with round logic, to implement
video specific instructions, such as BTF2, RTT2SRMx. The
MP unit is the critical path of the whole processor. To sup-
port RND instructions, a sign function unit is added to AB
unit, as seen in Figure 8(b). And to support interpolate oper-
ations, the SIMD combine logic of AL unit needs combining
the eight 8-bit addition results to a 64-bit value, and storing
to a 64-bit register pair.

Table 2 shows the hardware overhead for supporting pro-
posed SIMD and video specific instructions. Comparing
with the basic architecture, the critical path of modified func-
tion units increase from 1.1% to 5.1%, and the modified
function unit area increases from 4.3% to 7.3%.
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Table 3: Performance on H.263 encoding with normalized data.

Sequence Bitrate
H.263 encoding (fps), working on 150 MHz

TMS320-C62xx TMS320-C64xx THUASDSP2004 VS-ISA

Foreman QCIF 32 k 124 253 96 451

Table 4: Performance with THUASDSP2004 ISA and VS-ISA.

H.263 encoding module/function THUASDSP2004 (cycles) VS-ISA (cycles) Enhancement

DCT 8× 8 160 35 4.57x

IDCT 8× 8 168 38 4.42x

Quant 8× 8 138 22 6.27x

Dequant 8× 8 170 18 9.44x

SAD 8× 8 263 37 7.12x

Interpolate MB 913 268 3.41x

Motion estimation MB 11604 2385 4.87x

Difference calculation MB 962 286 3.36x

Reconstruction MB 1230 375 3.28x

I-frame 3992 692 5.77x

P-frame 17976 3822 4.70x

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We use assembly code written manually to evaluate the per-
formance of VS-ISA. The processor operates at 150 MHz,
synthesized with SMIC 0.18 library under worst case condi-
tion, with 128-Kbytes onchip memory.

We encoded the “Foreman” sequence at QCIF resolution
at 451 frames per second, as shown in Table 3, with a tar-
get bitrate of 32 kbps on H.263 encoding. Frames are repre-
sented in a 4 : 2 : 0 format, resulting in six blocks per mac-
roblock, while THUASDSP2004 encodes the video sequence
at 96 frames per second and TI’s TMS320C64xx encodes at
253 frames per second.

Table 4 gives a performance comparison between VS-ISA
and THUASDSP2004. As seen, VS-ISA enhances the proces-
sor performance by 5.77x in I-frame and 4.70x in P-frame.

As an example of the power of the combined approach
of VLIW, subword parallelism, and an extensive set of op-
erations, the inverse-discrete cosine transform (IDCT) [11]
computation is an interesting benchmark from the targeted
application domain. Figure 9 shows the comparison of the
number of clock cycles to compute the IDCT of an 8 × 8
block between VS-ISA and other different architectures. As
seen, VS-ISA outperforms both DSPs and SIMD multimedia
extensions architectures by 1.6x to 8.57x in computing the
IDCT [12–17].

Figure 9 has been included for comparison of instruction
sets, but is not suited for performance comparisons. The VS-
ISA is still in development, whereas the other processors are
already in production. Moreover, clock frequency differences
are significant, and the hardware cost is not under consider-
ation.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper proposes an efficient instruction set named VS-
ISA and its hardware architecture to implement the video

application. A processor with VS-ISA based on THUAS-
DSP2004 6-issue VLIW architecture is implemented to quan-
tify the performance. The power of VLIW parallelism in
combination with SIMD subword parallelism and the video
specific instruction set have been demonstrated with an ex-
tremely compact IDCT standard module and the whole
H.263 baseline encoding, and a satisfied result achieved.

In the future, we will optimize the datapath with full cus-
tomized designing, rather than being synthesized with stan-
dard cell library, to improve the performance of the proces-
sor. The work will be done to quantify the performance im-
provement on H.264/AVC and MPEG4 standard.
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